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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Historv of telerobotics 

Telerobotics has been evolving for many years. The evolution of 

telemanipulation can be traced back to the mechanical telemanipulator developed in 

1948 in the U.S. at the Argonne National Laboratory. This telemanipulator was a 

structure that "linked" physically the human operator ("master") to the mechanical 

manipulator ("slave") in a spatial and temporal symbiosis [1]. 

The introduction of electric motors and electronic drive units to actuate and 

control manipulators has allowed the physical separation between the master and the 

slave. This introduction has generated an entirely new realm of applications to 

teleoperation and a number of challenging theoretical and technological problems. 

Some degree of autonomous behavior has been sought to solve the problems determined 

by the temporal delays between the command at the master and the action at the slave. 

The term "Telerobotics" was used to identify this approach [1]. Beginning in 1985, the 

field of computer graphics evolved rapidly leading to the impressive growth in the areas 

of flight simulators and scientific visualization technologies [1]. 

One of the most important applications of telerobotics is in hazardous 

environments such as nuclear power plants and radioactive "hot cells" [2]. An example 

of these applications is a potential solution for safe, theft-free handling and storage of 

nuclear weapons. The Department of Energy has studied the reduction in dose by using 



shielded forklifts equipped with bar code scanners to inventory the contents of weapons 

bunkers. Using the shielded forklift to inventory one bunker containing approximately 

440 pit exposes a single worker to a dose rate of 12.6 mrem/hr, for activity time of 5 33 

minutes. Although the shielded forklift makes a significant reduction in dose to about 

one-eighth of the unshielded use (100.4 mrem/hr), the cumulative dosage of the 

complete storage project, which includes routine inventory of 40 bunkers monthly, is 

still as high as approximately 540 person/mrem. This ratio is still much higher than the 

current worker collective dose. Therefore, a human-machine technology that could 

enable the human operator to manipulate nuclear material at a safe distance is 

necessary. Another reason to utilize machines to manipulate and store nuclear weapons 

is the great reduction of the possibility of theft, since weapons would be accessible to 

fewer people [3]. 

Telerobots provide a solution for the safe handling of nuclear materials. In fact, 

teleoperation has been valuable in the cleanup of the nuclear power station accidents at 

Three Mile Island and Chernobyl [2]. Telerobots are advanced forms of teleoperation 

that follow the behavior of human operators' supervision through the computer 

intermediaries. That is, the operators intermittently communicate to the computers 

information about goals, constraints, plans, contingencies, assumptions, suggestions, 

and orders relative to a remote task, getting back integrated information about 

accomplishments, difficulties, and concerns and, as requested, raw sensory data. The 

subordinate telerobot executes the task on the basis of information received from the 

human operator plus its own artificial sensing and intelligence [2]. 



1.2 Introduction to TURAC. a distributed telerobotics system 

Although robotics and teleoperation are mature technologies, there are still 

many design issues needing ftirther study. Most of the applications of telerobotics are 

single independent applications developed towards some specific tasks. To develop a 

generic, dynamically connected, distributed-control telerobotics environment, Texas 

Universities Robotics and Automation Consortium (TURAC), sponsored by the 

Department of Energy (DOE), was formed to provide the expertise to the State of Texas 

and DOE regarding Automation and Robotics (A&R) issues at the Pantex (nuclear 

plant) facility [4]. 

TURAC, a distributed telerobotics system that spans large distances, is 

composed of Robotics Labs in several universities in Texas. (Texas A&M University, 

University of Texas at Austin, University of Texas at Arlington, Texas Tech University, 

etc.) [4]. In general, in the distributed control telerobotics environment, operators at any 

site can control any robots included in this telerobotics system; and any operator can 

monitor the behavior of any robot by simply switching on the computer interface. 

The distributed-control telerobotics system contains a number of distinct 

modules joined together by interconnecting structures. Modules for the telerobotics 

system include robot, graphical simulation displays, which facilitate the operator's 

supervisory control, and input devices that enable the operator to control the robot. The 

interconnection structures convert and distribute the relative data among these modules. 



1.3 Goal of thesis 

Cooperation between departments was needed to develop the Texas Tech site 

telerobofics system. Under the guidance of Dr. Alan A. Barhorst, a simulation display 

module was made by Mechanical Engineering Department students. A robot control 

module was developed by Industrial Engineering Department students. However, 

without an interconnection data communication mechanism, these modules were 

isolated and the system was not capable of teleoperation The development of the 

interconnection data communication mechanism was the major task for Electrical 

Engineering Department. For this mechanism, three major problems needed to be 

solved. 

The first problem was how to build a robust, error-free, bi-directional 

communication channel that would enable the robot to exchange data with other 

modules. The data included control data and feedback data. Control data produced by 

the human operator is required to transmit to the robot to control its behavior. The 

feedback data, which reports the state of robot, is needed to transmit back to the 

simulation model. 

The second problem was how to build the data distribution and conversion 

module, which integrates the Texas Tech system into the larger TURAC system and 

enables remote distributed control operation among these sub-systems. 

The third problem was how to develop both a Simtool based visualization 

system and Telegrip based visualization system. Currently other universities are using 

Simtool as their simulation display software. To be compatible with them, a Simtool 



based system was required. However, Simtool is too simple to perform advanced 

applications such as collision detection and virtual reality. On the other hand, Telegrip 

is a robot simulation software that includes these advanced features. Therefore, Telegrip 

was also needed to be integrated into the Texas Tech system. 

This thesis is an attempt to solve the above problems by design and 

implementafion of a real time data distributed communication mechanism that 

interconnects the simulation module and the robot control module to enable 

teleoperation for the Texas Tech telerobotics system. Based on InterAgent, a data 

distribution platform, a serial communication module was built to connect the robot 

with other modules. To integrate the Texas Tech site into the TURAC distributed-

control telerobotics system, a data conversion module was developed to convert the 

different data formats currently being used among the Texas Tech system and other 

universities' systems. Finally, in order to do the ftirther research about telerobotics, 

Telegrip was integrated into the Texas Tech site system. 

This thesis is focused on the data communication mechanism that connects the 

modules among the distributed telerobotics system. With this in mind, the second 

chapter introduces the structures for the above modules. The third chapter gives details 

of the implementation issues related to the distributed telerobotics system. The fourth 

chapter describes the results. Chapter 5 is the conclusion that includes possible fiirther 

developments for this telerobotics system. The details of the setup procedure for the 

telerobotics system are attached in the appendix. 



CHAPTER 2 

MODULES OF TELEROBOTICS SYSTEM 

As mentioned above, modules in a distributed-control telerobotics system 

include robots, graphical simulation displays, input devices, and a real-time data 

communication distribution mechanism that connects these modules. One important 

benefit of modularization is that modules are embedded inside themselves, yet their 

interfaces are standard so that other modules know how to communicate without 

knowing the details of the implementation of the modules. Communications among all 

modules are achieved by passing data objects. 

2.1 Robot 

Different kinds of robots are used in this project. For Texas Tech, the 

experimental robots include a Six-Degrees-of-Freedom STAUBLI [6] robot and a 

PUMA [7] robot. For Texas A&M, a MERLIN [8] robot is used. The application of 

different robots meets the requirement of the compatibility and extendibility of a 

distributed telerobofics system. 

2.2 Simulation display 

The simulation display tool is one of the most important issues of the 

telerobotics system. In this project, there are two software packages used in simulation. 

One is Simtool, which is free software developed by NASA Johnson Space Center. 



Simtool performs 3-D simulation and is used by other universities in their systems. 

However, the lack of advanced features such as Collision Detection, Zoom In and Out, 

and the Integration of Virtual Reality prevents it from ftirther development. Another 

software package is Telegrip [10], which is offered by Deneb Robotics Inc. and widely 

used in DOE. As a professional commercial Robodcs Simulation software package, 

Telegrip provides an interactive 3-D graphical simulation tool, Collision Detection, 

easy-to-use user interface. Virtual Reality capability, and other advanced features. 

2.3 Input device 

To enable human supervisory control of the robot remotely, some kind of 3-D 

input device, such as a Spaceball [11] from SpaceTec Inc., or a Teachball, is needed. 

2.4 Distributed communication platform 

A key component for a distributed telerobotics system is the information 

distribution system. Modulus Technologies' InterAgent [12], an object-oriented 

commercial soflrware application, perfectly meets this requirement. It is a 

comprehensive middleware tool that simplifies the development, deployment, and 

maintenance of the complex inter-process communications code that is required to 

construct distributed applications. 

InterAgent is a software package that incorporates a unique architecture of 

"routing agents" that efficiently and intelligently route information between the 

partitioned modules of a distributed application. This routing agent architecture is 



natively multi-point and makes the InterAgent more scalable and more flexible than 

point-to-point communications models. 

InterAgent supports the dynamic configuration of distributed applications This 

means that new application modules can cooperate with existing modules \\ ithout the 

requirement of recompiling the entire application. InterAgent accomplishes this by 

establishing inter-process communications based upon data object types and properties, 

rather than upon static addresses. Therefore, connection patterns between the 

application modules can change as often as needed, and InterAgent will automatically 

make the necessary adjustments. 

InterAgent transports information between application processes by 

encapsulating the information into data objects. The objects may contain complex data 

structures as well as properties that provide additional information about the objects. 

This object-oriented design enhances the ease of use and re-use of the InterAgent-based 

code. 

InterAgent supports a number of platforms and operating systems, including 

Windows, Windows 95, Windows NT, Macintosh, PowerMac, IBM OS/2, SunOS, Sun 

Solaris, LynxOS, HP-UX, Alpha UNIX, IBM AIX, Silicon 

Graphics IRIX, NCR UNIX and SCO UNIX. In addition, InterAgent supports a 

variety of network protocols, including TCP/IP, UDP, Novell Netware, SLIP/PPP, 

serial, and shared memory. This enables a distributed system constructed with various 

platforms. In the Pantex project, TTU uses a SGI IRIX and R5000 Workstation while 

TAMU uses a SGI workstafion and PC with Lynx real time operating system. 
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Generally, InterAgent transmits the data through undirected Inter.Agent 

messages. The message is encapsulated in the predefined data object. Unlike most other 

communication models in which data are transmitted betw een a fixed connection, data 

objects are sent to those applications which "register to require" those objects, rather 

than to some specific destination. An InterAgent process called "irouter" resides in 

every local network and is responsible to direct these predefined data objects. 

Whenever any application wants to send messages, it creates one instance of those data 

objects, then distributes this instance to all connected irouters. Any communication 

application that "registered interest" in this data object to its irouter will receive a copy 

of it without knowing where the data object came from. The irouters between different 

networks can be connected so the data object can be distributed though the whole 

network. The procedure of distribution and receiving of the data objects is made explicit 

by Figure 2.1. 

The connections between irouters are dynamic. The telerobotics system is 

scaleable and extendible, which allows other robofics systems to join in while the whole 

system is up. Also the connections between the source applications and destination 

applications are dynamic, so the replacement of modules and switching between 

different robots will not impact the rest of the system. 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENETATION 

At the time Texas Tech telerobotics system was developed, other universities 

already used Simtool as their simulafion display software package. Thus, to be 

compafible with the overall TURAC system, the Texas Tech system was implemented 

based on Simtool. However, since Telegrip includes more advanced features than 

Simtool, Telegrip was also added to the telerobotics system. 

This chapter first provides some background on telerobotics. Then, it describes 

the implementation details of the communication modules of the telerobotics system 

based on the two simulation packages (Simtool and Telegrip). It is mainly focused on 

solving the three major problems mentioned in the first chapter. These details include the 

serial communication module, the data conversion module, and the integration of 

Telegrip. Finally, this chapter describes some important facility programs. These facility 

programs were designed to enable the human operator to control the fake robot in 

simulation before controlling the real robot, which could greatly improve the safety of 

teleoperafion. 

3.1 Background 

At the Texas Tech site, a Staubli robot, called Staubh, and a SGI INDY R5000 

workstation, called Calvin, joined the TURAC telerobofics system. Staubli and Calvin 

are used to refer to these systems to simplify the explanation in the next sections. 
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3.1.1 Coordinate data 

The core of the communications in a telerobotics system is real time transmission 

of control and feedback data. The control data contains coordinates of the demanded 

position and the action that the operator wishes the robot to take. The feedback data 

include the coordinates, which reflect the current position and the action of the robot. 

Hence, the major parts of the communication data are the coordinates of the robot. 

Basically, there are two kinds of coordinates that can be applied to represent the 

state of a 6-DOF robot. Absolute coordinates represent the end effector of the robot in 

space by X, Y, Z, Yaw, Pitch, and Roll. However, there are several joint positions that 

can correspond to a specific end position. Relative or joint coordinates give the relative 

angle between two neighboring joints. Joint positions uniquely represent the robot arm 

positions. For this project, joint values are used to specify joint position and are 

encapsulated into the data messages for the robot-workstation serial communication. 

3.1.2 Coordinates conversion: Kinematics and Inverse-Kinematics 

To control a robot through some 3-D input device (Teachball or spaceball, etc.) 

with absolute (end effector) coordinates is simple and straightforward. However, for the 

robot controller, joint coordinates are simpler and more precise to control and to 

represent the robot. Since both coordinates are need in the telerobotics system, a data 

conversion module must be implemented to convert these two kinds of coordinates. 
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If the joint values of the robot are known, in other words, all the relative 

transforms (with respect of its parent) of all the nodes are known, the absolute positions 

and the orientation of the end effector of the robot can be calculated by traversing the 

tree from the root to end effector node. This is called the forward kinematics transform. 

Another way of converting is that, given the positions and orientations of the end 

effector of the robot, the joint values of all nodes can be computed by traversing the tree 

backwards, from the end effector all the way to the root of the robot while referencing 

the previous joint positions. This is called the inverse-kinematics transform. 

3.2 Robot tree and tree_rodes 

3.2.1 Robot representation: tree and treenodes 

In TURAC, there are different robots at different universities, Staubli and Puma 

are at Tech, and Merlin is at TAMU. Each robot is named as a "site". The robot and its 

environments are represented by a "tree" data structure. Sites are represented by the 

site_info structure, which defined in a "site.h" file. This structure contains the 

information of the site, such as the name of the site, a pointer to the tree, and a number 

of other members. 

The data objects exchanged among modules of a telerobotics system contain 

information include the robot's current position in relative or absolute coordinates, the 

end effector force/moment and kinematics. The tree data structure is used to represent 

these types of information. The software modules receive and distribute certain parts of 

the tree data structure through the InterAgent data distribution mechanism. The tree is a 



link of a set of data structures called "tree_node"s. Each node of the tree represents a 

single component or a part of the real world. The definition of the tree is shown in Figure 

3.1. Nodes not only contain all parts of the robot, but also the related environment. For 

example, "eye nodes" that define the point of view are used in the 3-D simulation 

program. 

Each node in the tree has several important properties, such as node name 

(tn_name), node type (tn_type), update time, and transform (tn_transform) with respect 

to the node's parent. (Each node has a unique name within its site and a unique node_id 

across all the sites.) The positions and orientations of a node are calculated by its 

transform with respect to its parent node. Therefore, the node is described by only the 

relative position to its parent, which makes it easier to keep track of all the changes in 

the real world. The tree structure of the Staubli robot and a typical environment is 

depicted in Figure 3.2. 
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struct tree_node{ 

struct tree_node *tn_rsibling, *tnjsibling, 

struct treenode *tn_parent; 

struct tree_node *tn firstchild, *tn lastchild; 

int 

int 

int 

char 

void 

unsigned long 

tn_nodeid; 

tn_type; 

tnflags; 

*tn_name; 

*tn_object; 

tn_update_time; 

struct transform tn transform: 

struct transform tn initial: 

struct transform tn world; 

}, 

Figure 3.1: Definition of tree_nodes 

In Figure 3.2, REF is the root of the tree that represents the absolute frame to 

which all other nodes are relative. It is usually stationary. Object types of nodes that are 

currently supported in Simtool are models, camera, lights and robots. Important 

treenodes that are related to the control and simulation of Staubli are the CONTROL 

node, the TARGET node, the PREDICT node, and the ROBOT node The control 

nodes are the end effector nodes that are directly controlled by the operator. The\' are 
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drawn as cross marks in the simulation to reflect the action of the operator. The 

TARGET nodes describe the discrete desired location of the robot's end effector and are 

transmitted to the robot to control the movement of the robot. The PREDICT nodes 

include "Joint*_sim" series nodes which are drawn as a solid frame in the simulation 

display corresponding to the predictive positions of the robot. The ROBOT nodes are 

"Joint*" series nodes which are drawn as a wired frame in the simulation that reflect the 

actual position of the robot. 

There is always a distinction between the real robot's position and the desired 

position that reflects the operator's intention in telerobotics system operation. One of the 

reasons for the difference is that there is no instantaneous response from the robot once a 

command is issued. Other reasons are the time delay during the transition of the control 

and feedback data objects and the time needed to calculate and redraw the simulation 

models. To provide the operator an accurate sense of reality, it is necessary to display 

both the real robots' position and the operator's intention on a 3-D simulation model. 

Therefore, the two series of robot tree nodes are need. The operator's desired position is 

predicted and displayed as "joint*_sim" node and is drawn in the solid frame while the 

real robot's position is expressed as the "joint*" node and displayed in the wire frame. 

The wire frame should follow the solid frame and should overiap each other finally 

during the teleoperation. 
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Figure 3.2: Staubli site tree structure 

3.2.2 Module communication: distribute and receive the tree_nodes 

Software modules communicate with each other by distribution and reception of 

relative data objects. In order to control and monitor a specific robot, the operator must 

register with the site client package, which requests the specific site tree and its updates. 

The detail procedure for modules to distribute and receive tree and tree_nodes follows. 
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First, the InterAgent communication center "irouter" process, which handles the 

network communication among various processes, starts up. It loads the data object 

table and looks for predefined data objects. Then the "site_server" starts up. It is 

responsible for getting a local site tree with those tree_nodes loaded into memory so 

other processes can get a copy of that site tree and its updates. Therefore, all other 

client processes dealing with the specified tree request can receive the entire site tree as 

soon as they start. The tree reflects the initial positions of the robot and environment at 

this moment. These processes also register interest in the updates of these tree nodes. If 

any node of the tree is updated, the site_server first updates its tree_nodes; then, it 

distributes the updated nodes to those cUent processes that registered interests at these 

updates though the entire network. Whenever an update of any treenodes is received, a 

"callback" routine is executed on the client sides. The routine first checks whether the 

name of the received updated node matches the one it needs, if it is, appropriate actions 

are taken; if it is not, it simply goes back to wait for next update. However, the site tree 

is updated to display the changes. 

3.3 Simtool based telerobotics system 

3.3.1 Modularized architecture 

The Simtool simulation software package is composed of various modules, which 

includes the robotic building block and display, input control devices (hand controller 

and robotic super\ isors), and auxiliary communication channels for human performance 

measurements. These items are treated as modules of the TURAC telerobotics svstem 
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They can be composed to form a different system with different designs. This results in a 

Telerobotics Construction Set that requires a uniform communication interface among 

the modules. These modules distribute and receive certain tree nodes though the 

InterAgent program to handle teleoperation of the robot. 

The telerobotics system at the Texas Tech site is composed of several software 

modules shown in Figure 3.3. The modules communicate with each other through the 

InterAgent router over the computer network. These modules can run on different 

machines while cooperating together to control the robot and display the 3-D simulation 

in real time. 

The major components of our telerobotics system are shown in Figure 3.3. They 

include the Staubli control module, the serial-InterAgent interface module, the data 

conversion module, the spaceball input device module, the Motiontool motion 

calculation module, the Simtool simulation display module, and the InterAgent 

communication center (irouter). 
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Figure 3.3: Software Modules of the Texas Tech site. 

3.3.2 Functions of modules 

The Staubli control module is written in V+ robot control language. There are 

three parts to the program: the main program, the control and data collection program 

and the serial communication program. The serial communication program receives and 

verifies command messages from Calvin and returns feedback messages to Calvin. The 

control program directs Staubli with command messages, collects the joint values during 
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movement and passes the data to the serial communication program. The main program 

starts up these two programs and coordinates them. 

The serial-InterAgent interface module converts the command InterAgent object 

to command messages and sends them to Staubli while receiving the feedback messages 

and distributing them in the feedback data objects. Details of the implementation of this 

module will be given in the next section. 

The data conversion module implements coordinate data conversion ftinctions. It 

also connects the serial interface module and the "site_server" program. The details of 

this module will be explained in the next two sections. 

The Input Devices module reads the 6 DOF positions generated by the Spaceball 

or Teachball hand controller, encapsulates them into the "spaceball" InterAgent data 

objects and distributes the objects. The Motiontool module catches these spaceball 

objects that contain the desired position of the robot's end effector. 

ThQ Motiontool calculation module calculates the transform of the TARGET 

node and updates the node based on the absolute coordinates obtained from spaceball 

data objects. The Motiontool module also registers interest to the ROBOT nodes that 

are updated by the data conversion module. The TARGET node contains the coordinate 

of the desired position while "ROBOT" reflects the actual position of the robot. 

Motiontool sends both these data to the simulation display module, Simtool. 

The Simulation display module, a simple 3-D graphical simulation tool, draws 

the solid frame and wired frame on the screen based on the data from the Motiontool 
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module. In fact, in a later development, the Motiontool and simulation display modules 

are combined to form a macro module, "Megatool". 

3.4 Implementation details of serial-InterAgent interface module 

To build a robust, error-free data, bi-directional communication channel that 

enables the robot to exchange data with other modules, as described in Chapter 1, a 

serial interface module was implemented. The reason for using serial communication is 

that, currently, most robots are not capable of direct network communication and a serial 

interface is the only choice. 

A serial communication protocol for Staubli and Calvin was developed as a first 

step in this project. Calvin was to act as the local gateway for the Staubli robot for 

remote clients. 

In serial communication, there is nothing to guarantee the correct 

communication. Application software development must cover all the lower layer 

(physical, data link) ftinctions, such as synchronization, message received conformation, 

data encoding and decoding, data error checking, corruption recovering, etc. 

3.4.1 Serial communication layers and ftinctions 

Three major layers (physical, data link and application) exist in typical serial 

communication. These layers and their relative ftinctions are illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
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The physical layer includes physical media (serial cable) and the communication 

port. It provides a raw data stream transmission via the media and limited hardware 

buffering. 

The data link layer implements ftinctions that maintain the data correction It 

builds up a communication link using handshake protocols, detects the data frame in the 

raw stream from the physical layer, checks the completion of data frames, and detects 

corruption. 

The data link layer also follows the communication schedules to take 

corresponding actions. It passes control messages from the application layer to the 

physical layer and submits feedback messages from the physical layer to the application 

layer. 

3.4.2 Physical layer-hardware connection 

A serial cable was built according to the pin configurations of Staubli and Calvin 

serial communication ports. 

3.4.3 Data frame structure 

At the data link layer, data is represented frame by frame. The structure of the 

frame includes the start of frame, the end of frame, the data groups, and the error check 

sum. 

An asterisk is used to represent the start of a frame while the symbol "#" is used 

to represent the end of a frame. The symbols for 'start of frame' and 'end of frame' must 
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be applied to mark a complete frame structure because the Staubli controller merely 

reads character by character. 

Control Obj (̂  Feedback Obj. ^ 

Data Link Layer 

-Data Group 

-Check Sum 

Unpack Obj. 

Message 

Encapsulate Obj. 

Message 

Calculate Sum 

-Error Response 

-Frame Structure 
I 

Complete Frame 

I 
Error Detection 

I 
Frame Detection 

-Media 

Figure 3.4: Layer of ftinctions in Calvin side. 

Data groups are the contents of messages that include the protocol commands or 

control messages or feedback messages. 
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An error checks sum is used to vaHdate the data. The sum of all the ASCII values 

of the data group members is attached behind the data group. A separate symbol "T is 

used to isolate the data groups and the check sum. 

The complete data frame structure is given by Figure 3.5 

Start of frame Data Group Separate Sym. Data ChkSum. End of frame 

Figure 3.5: Structure of data frame. 

Two examples of a data frame are "*READY|373#" and "* 120.12 99.13 111 .65 

150.00 0.0 70.25|1698r. 

In this project, serial communication is a fixed point to point communication and 

does not require a fixed data frame length; therefore, the data frame headers that usually 

include information about source and target addresses and length of the data frame are 

unnecessary. 

3.4.4 Communication protocol 

Depending on the data groups of a message body, three types of messages are 

transmitted between Staubli and Calvin: command messages, position feedback messages 

and command protocol messages. Command messages contain the joint values, which 

correspond to the position a client requires the robot to go to. Feedback messages 

contain the information (joint values) reflecting the current position of the robot. Self-

defined protocol messages are short messages that are used for the handshaking that 
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builds the cooperation between Staubli and Calvin. These short messages include •OK', 

"READY", "NEXT", "RESEND", "CONFIRM', "ERROR" and "END". 

According to the operations, the remote operation of robot can be separated into 

three states: the ready state, the operational state and the finished state. In the ready 

state, both Calvin and Staubli start up and wait for ftirther commands from the operators. 

In the operational state, Calvin receives command objects and passes command messages 

to Staubli while catching feedback messages from Staubli and packing them into 

feedback objects. Staubli receives command messages and executes them if they are 

correct while returning feedback messages to Calvin. In the finished state, Calvin sends a 

signal of "End operation" to StaubU, and StaubU executes any remaining command 

messages that are stored in its buffers and exits. The detailed communication 

handshaking schedule follows. 

Ready State. Calvin starts up first, waiting for a message from Staubli. After 

Staubli starts, it sends a "READY" message to Calvin and the connection is built. Then, 

both Calvin and Staubli are in the "Ready State." Calvin is waiting for the command 

object from the operator while Staubli is waiting for the command message from Calvin. 

Operational State. The command object is the key event to trigger 

communication. As soon as Calvin receives the update of the command object from any 

client, it stops waiting and starts to send command messages to Staubli. Then it waits for 

a reply. Staubli saves the command messages (joint values) into its buffers and asks for 

the next message by sending "NEXT". When Calvin receives NEXT, it exits and waits 
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for another request to activate it. When the buffer is fill, Staubli begins to execute the 

command messages one by one (move from one place to another) 

During the movement, Staubli reports the joint values in the period. First, it sends 

a "READY" message to notify Calvin that the feedback messages are coming. Then, 

Staubli waits for a confirmation message. Calvin sends a "CONFIRJVT' message to 

Staubli to confirm that Calvin is ready to receive the feedback messages. After receiving 

the "CONFIRM" message, Staubli starts to send feedback messages. When the 

movement is almost completed, it sends a "NEXT" to ask for the next command 

message. Whenever Calvin receives a feedback message, it packs it into an InterAgent 

object and broadcasts it to all users who are watching Staubli. 

Finish State. If the operator finishes the operation and desires to end, an "END" 

message is sent to Staubh. Then, Staubli stops sending "NEXT" messages and executes 

all the command messages stored in its buffer. After it transmits all the feedback 

messages to Calvin, it sends an "End" message to confirm the end of operation. Then, it 

goes back to its ready state and one operation is completed. 

3.4.5 Robot site buffering 

In an initial experiment, the robot was found to move in a "run_stop_run" 

manner. After arriving at the demanded position from the command message, it stopped 

completely and started to move to the next position specified. The movement was 

discontinuous. A cyclic buffer for command messages was applied to improve the motion 

to a smooth continuous movement. 
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When it starts up, Staubli first fills the buffer with the command messages Then, 

it looks for the first command message from the buffer and begins to execute it. During 

the execution, Staubh collects the data of its positions and reports them to Calvin. When 

the execution is almost done, the Staubli controller picks up the next message from the 

buffer and prepares to execute it. At the same time, it sends a "NEXT" message to ask 

for the new position. The new command message will be attached in the blank of the 

buffer. Therefore, without stopping completely at the demand position, Staubli moves 

smoothly and continuously. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.6. 

New Comn land 
^ 
w Command6 

Conimand2 

Commands 

Command4 

Commands 

Command executing 
w 

Figure 3.6: Commands recycle buffering 

3.4.6 Error checking mechanism 

Serial communication is not always reliable and errors can happen during data 

transmission. In a telerobotics system, a single data error can cause disaster. Detection 

and correction of these errors are critical ftinctions for the data link layer. Error detection 

includes frame structure detection and data group error detection. A unique completed 

frame structure should only be detected in one message. For data group error detection. 
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a simple error checking mechanism is implemented in this application. Every time a data 

frame is constructed, the sum of all ASCII values of the data member is calculated and 

attached after the data groups. When the data frame is received, the receiver first opens 

the data frame by detecting the symbols for the start and end of the frame. Then, it 

obtains the check sum by looking for the separate symbol "|", and examines if the check 

sum equals the total sum of ASCII values of data members. If it is not, an error 

happened during transmission. 

3.4.7 Error handling mechanism 

The error handling mechanism in this appHcation includes error-resend and 

timeout-resend mechanisms. If an error is detected during message transmission, a simple 

"RESEND" message will be rephed to the message source. The sender simply re-sends 

its former message after it receives this "RESEND" message. Thus, the error will be 

recovered and the communication will continue. This error-resend mechanism is suitable 

for most situations where errors occur with very low probability and discretely. 

The timeout-resend mechanism is used to prevent deadlock. The communication 

schedule is based on the request-reply model. If any request or reply is lost, both sides 

could wait for the response from the other forever and the communication would stop. 

The timeout-resend mechanism is applied to recover from deadlock. An alarm is set 

every time Calvin sends a message. When it doesn't receive a reply in a certain time 

period, the alarm will cause Calvin to re-send the message. 
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3.4.8 Safety checking 

Safety is another extremely important issue in telerobotics, especialK' in nuclear 

material handling. In this design, safety checking is assigned to the robot-end (Staubli). 

Only the robot can determine what action is safe or not. A set of safety limits is set up 

for checking. If Staubli receives a command message that requests Staubli to go to a 

place that it can not reach or is unsafe (out of preset limit), it will reftjse to execute that 

message and report an "ERROR" message to Calvin. 

3.4.9 Flow charts of serial interface module 

The flow chart for the serial interface module is divided into three parts: initial 

routine (Figure 3.7), operational routine (Figure 3.8) and finished routine (Figure 3.9). 
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Figure 3.7: Initial routine in serial-InterAgent interface module 
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Unpack Control object 
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Calculate checksum 
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Figure 3.8: Operational routine in serial-InterAgent interface module 
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Figure 3.8 Continued 
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Figure 3.9: Finished routine in serial-lntcrAgent interface module 
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3.5 Implementation details of data conversion module 

As mentioned above, other universities are using an End-effector data format 

while our system is using joint values to control the robot. To solve the second problem 

mentioned in the goal of this thesis, of building a data distribution and conversion 

module that integrates the Texas Tech system into the larger TUR.A.C system, a data 

conversion module was developed. 

The data conversion module is composed of two independent data relay 

directions: the control direction and the feedback direction. The data inside command 

messages and feedback messages are both joint values. The data object TARGET 

treenode contains the absolute coordinates of the end effector. The conversion between 

these two coordinates is needed. 

3.5.1 Initial routine 

After initially setting its own site tree as the current site, the initial routine creates 

two data object, the Command object that will be transmitted to the serial interface 

module, and the ROBOT node object that will be transmitted back to the simulation 

model. Then, the data conversion module registers interest to two data objects: the 

TARGET node object and the Feedback data object with different callback routines. 

When the TARGET node is updated, the control-direction routine will be executed to 

complete the process. When the serial interface module updates the Feedback data 

object, the feedback-direction routine is started to process the object. 
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3.5.2 Control direction 

The control direction routine checks whether the node is a TARGET node or 

not. If not, the routine just ignores it and returns. If it is a TARGET node, which means 

some clients want to control the Staubli robot to a specified position, the routine calls a 

"getjoint" sub-routine that includes the inverse-kinematics matrices to calculate the 

corresponding joint values for Staubli. The getjoint routine is also responsible to put 

these joint values into a Command InterAgent object and distribute that object. 

3.5.3 Feedback direction 

The feedback direction routine catches the feedback objects that are sent by the 

serial communication module and unpacks the joint value data. As soon as the routine 

receives an updated feedback data object, it unpacks the object and obtains the joint 

values. It uses these joint values to update the ROBOT node of the Staubli site by calling 

the "set Joints" sub-routine. Whenever a tree_node of Staubli has been updated, the 

site_server will broadcast this update to those clients who registered interest to the site 

tree. Therefore, all the remote simulations watching Staubli will see movements of the 

wired fi-ame that reflect the true action of the robot. 

3 5.4 Overall flow chart 

The flow chart of the data conversion module is composed of three routines: 

initial (Figure 3.10), control-conversion (Figure 3 11) and feedback-conversion (Figure 

3 12). 
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Figure 3.10: Initial routine in data conversion module 
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Figure 3.11: Control callback routine in data conversion module. 
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Figure 3.12: Feedback callback routine in data conversion module 
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3.6 Integrate Telegrip in telerobotics system 

Telegrip is a commercial software product provided by Deneb Robotics, Inc. It 

provides an interactive 3-D graphic simulation tool for design, evaluation and anaKsis 

Mechanical processes may be designed, programmed, and analyzed for cycle time, 

collisions and motion constraints. 

3.6.1 Advantage of Telegrip versus Simtool 

The advantage of using Telegrip for a 3-D graphical display over Simtool is that 

Telegrip provides more powerful display capabilities, a better user interface and a more 

integrated environment for constructing models. 

Telegrip's graphical user interface allows the user to "cruise" around the 

simulation world using the mouse. It feels like "flying" though the simulation, which 

supports a more flexible way to view the simulated device than the stationary \ iew to 

which Simtool is limited. It can also change the rendering method, lighting and 

background color; zoom and examine different views interactively that provides more 

flexibility. 

Telegrip also provides collision detection and joint limit checking which are very 

important in telerobotics. Its shared library is capable of interfacing with virtual reality 

devices, which are needed to test new human computer interaction methods. Telegrip 

allows displaying of muhiple telerobotics devices in real time which is suitable for 

telerobotics sessions involving two or more robots. 
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In Telegrip's CAD world, models or parts can be made. The parts are then 

attached together based on their predefined coordinate frames to form a movable device 

in the DEVICE world. One or move devices can be arranged together to form a 

WORKCELL to simulate the robot and its envirormient. This provides an integrated way 

of constructing and simulating the robots without having to use different tools for 

making and simulating the devices. 

Another important advantage of Telegrip is that several hundred robots workcells 

had been made and calibrated in the Telegrip library. This means that most common 

robots can be integrated into a distributed control telerobotics system without major 

modification. This greatly expands the scalability of the system. 

Furthermore, Telegrip is widely used in many Department of Energy facilities 

(i.e., Sandia National Laboratory), other universities and research institutes. Adding the 

Telegrip simulation tool can aid in collaborating with these institutes. 

3.6.2 Components of Telegrip 

Telegrip is divided into three primary systems: the Telegrip Menu System, 

Graphic Simulation Language (GSL), and Command Line Interpreter (CLl). Advanced 

fianctionality is available through the use of the Shared Library and Axxess Programming 

interface. 

The Telegrip Menu System provides a mouse driven, point and click approach to 

simulation. There are eleven major components (contexts) of the Telegrip menu system: 
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CAD, DEVICES, LAYOUT, MOTION, PROG, ARC, DR.\W, VR (Virtual Reality), 

USER, ANALYSIS, SYS [System]. 

CAD provides features for creating a three-dimensional visual representation of 

parts. These parts can be modeled from scratch or geometry can be imported from other 

CAD systems. 

DEVICE is the context for creating devices using parts that originated in the 

CAD system. The devices can either have kinematics or not have kinematics. If 

kinematics is used, the user has the ability to give the device speeds, acceleration rates, 

dynamic properties (with the Dynamics option), travel limits, along with a variety of 

other device attributes. Basic examples of devices include robots, grippers, fixturing, etc 

LAYOUT is used to assemble the Devices, connect the necessary I/O, create 

paths, and define the collision lists. Creating paths includes any necessary axes data or 

user-defined data. This is also the Context that contains the Calibration functions to 

adjust Paths. 

MOTION contains flmctions used to test, optimize, and run the Workcell. These 

functions include popups for analyzing machine behavior, which can then be saved and 

plotted. The functions include cycle time analysis, program manipulation, motion 

recording and playback, tool tracing, collision detection, device placement optimization, 

path planning. 

PROG [Program] is used to generate programs using on-screen menus to script 

the s\ntax automatically into the device's program. PROG also contains the translator 

functions used to create robot programs. 
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ARC is the default application context. The application option is toggled through 

the MODES Button while in the Workcell Worid. Possible applications and their Button 

labels are: Arc Welding (ARC), Bending (BEND), Ergonomics (ERGO), Finishing 

(FINISH), Painting (PAINT) and Spot Welding (SPOT). Each application context 

contains functions that are unique to the process being simulated. The default can be 

changed with the CONFIG environmental variable called APPLICATION. 

DRAW is a two-dimensional world with the ability to import and export data, 

construct three-dimensional objects from three orthographic views, and create simple 

geometry that can be exported and extruded. This context also gives the users a medium 

by which they can document and plot the Workcell or CAD worlds. 

VR (Virtual Reality) Context allows the user to set up and use Virtual Reality 

interface devices. The capability to calibrate virtual and actual camera views is an 

available option in this Context. 

USER customizes the Telegrip menu system by allowing for custom-defined 

menu buttons and macros. These buttons may call a C, GSL or CLI macro directly or 

reproduce the functionality of a button which is located elsewhere in the system. 

ANALYSIS assists in identifying various items in the worid, as well as 

determining the distances and angles between them. Properties, such as part area and 

volume, are also obtained within this context. The Dimension Page (DIM) contains all 

the tools necessary for Free-space dimensions. These dimensions are also dynamically 

associative, or "data-driven," which implies that the dimensions which span between 

geometry are continuously updated to reflect the curtent state of that geometry. Tools to 
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create graphs are also available within this context. The ANALYSIS context is also 

utilized by all three Telegrip worlds. 

SYS [System] provides the ability to define system attributes, e.g., world\'ie\v 

(lights, grid, floor, background color, and Button colors) and files (creating directories, 

printing, and configuration file management). Lighting attributes (for machines equipped 

to handle multiple lights) and color graphs are also supported within this Context. Data 

Version Control Management (DMS) can be invoked through the SYS function. 

The Graphic Simulation Language (GSL) is a procedural language, which can be 

used to control the behavior of devices in the workcell. GSL incorporates conventions 

commonly used in high-level computer languages with specific enhancements for Device 

motion and simulation enviroimient inquiries. 

The Command Line Interpreter (CLI) is a powerful communication, command 

and control system for accessing and operating Telegrip. It is accessible both from 

"inside" and "outside" the Telegrip menu system. Inside the Telegrip menu system, CLI 

offers an alternative to the point and click approach by allowing text commands. 

Examples of such are SET, to set Device and Part attributes, Woridviews, and simulation 

parameters; and INQUIRE, to receive statistical information on Devices and Parts. 

Outside the Telegrip menu system, CLI acts in two different modes: stream and socket. 

In both cases, the Telegrip window appears without menus. Under the stream mode, any 

Unix stream may be directed to Telegrip. For example, the stream mode allows a text file 

to be used as input as well as directing output to an output file. The socket mode allows 
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any external program residing on any machine in a TCP/IP network to in\'oke Telegrip, 

communicate with it through a socket using CLI commands and return codes. 

The Shared Library is an open architecture environment that allows advanced 

users the ability to create custom interfaces, communicate with external processes in 

real-time, create vertical applications, and link proprietary algorithms directly into the 

motion pipeline. GSL is procedural language which can be used to control the behavior 

of the devices in the simulation. GSL incorporates conventions commonly used in high-

level computer language with specific enhancements for device motions in simulation. 

The CLI is command interface capable of communicating, commanding and controlling 

Telegrip. 

3.6.3 LLTI - low lever Telegrip interface 

In Addition to GSL and CLI, Telegrip also includes a Low Level Telerobotics 

Interface (LLTI) specifically designed for interfacing with telerobotics applications. 

LLTI supports an environment in which real-worid devices may be displayed and/or 

controlled directly from a simulation. This makes it possible to monitor real devices in 

remote sites. 

LLTI is a binary packet command interface, providing a set of commands that are 

needed in Telerobotics architectures. 

One type of LLTI connection can be made by specifying a Port address and a 

Hostname for a connection to a process. A Port is a communication channel similar to a 

TCP socket but specially designed for interactive real-time communications. LLTI uses 
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ports to communicate with external user programs A LLTI port may be connected to a 

particular device in the simulation environment. Several such connections may be made 

with one LLTI port per device. The LLTI connection is also bi-directional. 

LLTI commands are processed continuously. During a running simulation, each 

LLTI connection is checked several times per simulation update If commands are 

processed, the graphics update is deferred to the next simulation graphics update. This 

results in minimal impact of LLTI on simulation performance. The maximum LLTI 

update rate depends on the workstation hardware, but can be as high as 30 Hz. 

A shared library acting as a driver between the hardware and LLTI achie\ es the 

integration of special hardware, such as a head mounted display device. The 

configuration of an LLTI interface is shown in Figure 3.13. 
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3.7 Implementation details of Telegrip integration 

As mentioned above, both Simtool and Telegrip are required to implement in our 

system. To solve the third problem mentioned in the goal of thesis, Telegrip was 

integrated into Texas Tech telerobotics system through the LLTl-lnterAgent 

combination routines 

3.7.1 Drawing Staubli workcell in Telegrip CAD world. 

The solid frame of the Staubh Model has been built and calibrated in the Telegrip 

CAD world. But the wire frame model is needed to display true robot motion. One wa>' 

to create a Telegrip model is to convert the SSM model to Telegrip by using the 

"ssm2deneb" conversion tool developed by Johnson Space Center. Some calibration 

may need to be applied after the conversion. 

3.7.2 LLTI /InterAgent combination-data relay program 

3.7.2.1 LLTI ports and packets. As mention above, external user processes can 

communicate with the Telegrip simulation engineer though the LLTI port (a specific 

socket). 

In Telegrip, LLTI defines a set of "commands" by which a telerobotics 

application can command the simulation. The "command" is represented by a floating 

point array, called Packet which is a unit of message passing between a user process and 

Telegrip. The first member of the packet is the word count which indicates the number 

of elements in the Packet are used (not all of the elements of the artay is used each time 
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depending on the "opcode"). The Packet[l] is the "opcode" which indicates what the 

command is. Two examples of the commands would be "update by joint values" and 

"update by end effector position." "Update by joint values" means that the simulation 

graphic is calculated and drawn based on the joint values of the robot. The rest of the 

elements in the Packet carry the data depending on the opcode. (For example, six joint 

values are attached after the opcode). 

An example of packet of data used in Tech-Staubli is shown in Figure 3.14: 

packet[0] =8.0; /* number of values to follow */ 

packet [1] = 10.0; /* multiple operation mode */ 

packet[2] = 6.0; /* number of joints */ 

packet[3] = jpl/180*PI; /* joint value 1 */ 

packet[4] = jp2/180*PI; /* joint value 2 */ 

packet[5] = jp3/180*PI; /* joint value 3 */ 

packet[6] = jp4/180*PI; /* joint value 4 */ 

packet[7] = jp5/180*PI; /* joint value 5 */ 

packet[8] = jp6/180*PI; /* joint value 6 */ 

Figure 3.14: An example of LLTI data packet 

In the example, packet[0] defines the length of the packet as 8 members of data 

following. Packet[l] is the "opcode" that defines this data packet as the "multiple 

operation mode." The following 6 members define a group of six-joint values which 

represent a position of Staubh. 
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A set of basic routines related to LLTI Port operation is included in the "nettool" 

function library. Server Port Initial Routine and Client Port Initial Routine are used to 

create the ports on server and client side. Send Data Routine and Receive Data Routine 

are used to send and receive data packets though the ports. Close Port Routine is simply 

applied to close the ports and end the data transmission. Generally, these operation 

routines are similar to a TCP socket. 

3.7.2.2 Combine InterAgent routine with LLTI port routine. The Telegrip Staubli 

workcells (solid frame and wire frame) need to be connected to specified LLTI Ports so 

that the data coming from the ports can be received and passed to the workcells and 

drive the simulation model. 

There are several methods to implement the data-relay program. One of the 

simplest ways is to create two InterAgent routines that embed the LLTI port routines to 

update the solid frame and wire frame. 

For the soUd frame update routine, the initial routine first sets up a LLTI port on 

side; then it registers interest to the Command data object. As soon as the command 

object has been updated, the callback routine unpacks the object and catches joint values 

inside. Then it does some unit conversion (degree to arc), constructs the data packets 

and sends them to the solid frame LLTI port. 

For the wire fi-ame update routine, the same operation is performed except that it 

registers interest to the Feedback object and data packets are sent to the wire frame 

LLTI port. This is illustrated by Figure 3.15. The complete system configuration is 

shown in Figure 3.16. 
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3.8 Implementation of some important facilities 

As mention above, safety is extremely important in telerobotics operation. To 

improve safety, some facilities are developed to provide fake simulation operation before 

true robot operation. 

The Fake_Robot facility enables the operator to check that the remote control 

operation is safe or not in the simulation model before controlling the real robot. This is 

extremely important in a telerobotics system. One of the straightforward methods to do 

this is to loop the data from the Command data object back to the Feedback data object 

directly. 

The Log program provides the facility to the operator to record the procedure of 

the remote control operation. The Log fianction registers interest to the Command data 

objects, which reflect the joint values of desire positions, and writes them to a file. 

The Redo program actually reads commands (joint values) fi-om a data file and 

encapsulates them into the Command data object. By distribution of the Command 

object, the real robot can be controlled from the data file. 

The Preview program is the combination of Fake_Robot, Log and Redo facilities 

and strongly improves the safety for teleoperation. The operator can preview his 

teleoperation by controlling the Fake_Robot and recording the operation. If the 

operation is safe and successfijl, he can just "Redo" the operation by calling the Redo 

routine with the proper data file. If the operation is not safe or not successfijl, he can 

retry. Furthermore, a data file library can be setup to store some standard operations 
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(such as "DO READY" etc). Applying these data files to control the robot to do 

standard operations can prevent many random human errors. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

On March 19, 1997, a site demonstration was carried out with two remote robots 

which included the Staubli robot and Calvin workstation at the Texas Tech site, the 

Merlin robot and Rainbow workstation at the Texas A&M site, and the Euler 

workstation at Amarillo. Figure 4.1 shows the configuration of the demonstration. 

First, all sites started their InterAgent irouters. All the irouters then were 

connected together and connections were verified. Then, all sites activated their 

siteserver, vcp, motiontool and simtool programs one by one. After that, the data 

conversion module was run at the Texas Tech site. 

4.1 Verification procedure 

4.1.1 Texas A&M site 

First, all remote operators tried to control the Merlin "Fake_Robot" one by one 

to see if the wire fi-ame followed the solid fi-ame. All sites saw the same movement of 

the fake-robot. 

Second, all operators tried to control the real Merlin robot one by one and watch 

if the movement was under control. All sites proved the movement again. 
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4.1.2 Texas Tech site 

Next all sites switched to monitor the Texas Tech Staubli Robot by simply 

switching on the VCP menu. Calvin started up the "Serialloop" program as the fake 

robot program. Again, all sites moved the fake Staubli robot one by one and they all 

confirmed the motions. Finally, Calvin unloaded the "Serialjoop" program and loaded 

the serial interface program. The Staubli robot was powered and the control program 

was started. All sites controlled the Staubli robot one by one. All sites witnessed the 

corresponding motion of Staubli. 

During the demonstration, there were cameras attached at both Calvin and 

Rainbow that took snapshots of the Staubli robot and the Merlin robot 3 times per 

second. The snapshots were compressed and converted to JPG image files and stored in 

the public_html directory immediately. A pre-constructed, auto-refreshed HTML 

homepage included links to these files. Therefore, the remote operator could open an 

Internet browser (Netscape) to view the auto-refreshed robots' image. Based on these 

snapshots, it can be determined whether the simulation reflected the true motion of 

remote robot. 

4.2 Verification results 

The successfiil demonstration proved that this telerobotics system is a generic, 

dynamically connected, fiilly distributed-control telerobotics system. It also indicated 

that the design and implementation of the InterAgent based data distribution mechanism 

was successfijl and effective. 
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Figure 4.1: Configuration for demonstration. 

4.3 Time delay and optimized update rate 

During the experiments and demonstration, there were some obvious time-

delays between the solid-fi-ame (desired position for robot) and wire-frame (actual robot 

position). This time-delay is caused by network data-transmission-delay, robot 

command execution time and simulation calculation time. Decreasing the robot position 

update rate would apparently reduce the time-delay. However, this would also decrease 

the accuracy of the simulation. After the experiments, the best data update rate obtained 

was about 4-10 times per second, depending on the traffic of the network and the speed 

of the simulation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

The objective of this thesis was to develop a data communication mechanism, 

which is an important component of a distributed-control telerobotics system. Based on 

the distributed data communication software package: InterAgent, this mechanism was 

buih though the exchange of various data objects among the telerobotics system 

modules. 

The core of the communication in this distributed telerobotics system is the 

exchange of data objects that contain Cartesian coordinates (or relative joint \alues) of 

the robot. The operator controls the robot by transmitting the specified position, which 

is represented as 6 DOF coordinates; while the robot reports its position in the same 

format. 

The implementation of this data distribution mechanism was the combination of 

solving three major problems. The first problem was how to build a robust, error-fi-ee, 

bi-directional communication channel that enables the robot to exchange data with other 

modules. The second problem was how to build the data distribution and con\ ersion 

modules, which integrates the Texas Tech system into the TUR.A.C system and enables 

remote distributed control operation. The third problem was how to develop 

visualization system based on both Simtool and Telegrip simulation software programs 
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For the first problem, a serial interface module was implemented to handle serial 

communication channel. A set of self-defined protocols was carefijlly constructed to 

guarantee the correction of data transmission and synchronization. To solve the second 

problem, a data conversion module was developed to covert two kinds of coordinates 

data format used in the Texas Tech Staubli robot and other universities' robots. This 

provided distributed control compatibility between the Texas Tech system and other 

universities' systems. To solve the third problem, a simulation model for the Staubli 

robot was first built into Telegrip's CAD world. Then, by combining InterAgent 

routines with the Telegrip's LLTI socket routine, the coordinate data could be 

transmitted between the Telegrip module and other InterAgent modules and robots. 

Therefore, Telegrip was integrated into the whole system. 

The whole telerobotics system was demonstrated successfijlly and results was 

described in the previous chapter. 

5.2 Future development 

5.2.1 Exclusive control 

Generally, any operator at any site can control any robot locally or remotely at 

any time in a distributed control telerobotics system. However, in real world 

applications, exclusive control is critical, especially for remotely control the nuclear 

materials. If any two operators tried to control the robot at the same time, these 

conflicting control operations could cause disaster. Therefore, exclusive control is 

necessary and should be guaranteed. 
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During the experiments and demonstration, the operation of Euler, Cal\ in and 

TAMU cooperated with each other though an online chat utility. When someone wanted 

to control a robot, he asked the others to stop operating that robot. Then when the others 

stopped, the requesting operator would control the robot. This is a "manual" exclusi\ e 

control. 

Obviously, manual exclusive control can not provide complete exclusive control 

operation. Since exclusive control is so important, especially for the safety 

considerations, an automatic exclusive control mechanism must be implemented. 

Since the fact that this telerobotics system is based on the InterAgent data 

distribution mechanism, which means the receiver of a data object can not distinguish 

the source of the data, extra design has to be implemented. 

One feasible solution of this problem is to use a token. In Token Ring LAN, all 

the gateways are connected through a physical media to communicate with each other. 

There is a token mechanism that controls data transmission. Only the node holding the 

token can send data into the ring and all others can merely receive data from the ring. 

The token is passed around the ring one by one. All nodes have to hold their data to be 

sent until they catch the token. 

The primary idea would be to introduce something similar to a Token Ring 

LAN. In a distributed control telerobotics system, the token would be used to guarantee 

only the token holder could control the robot. As in this application, since the 

"TARGET" is used to control the robot, a "Client" item would simply added into this 

tree node. 
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5.2.1.1 Additional data structure for exclusive control. .A. "token" data structure 

could be constructed to contain some important properties such as "Holder-Name", 

"Priority", "Control-Time" and "Idle-Time". 

Two InterAgent data objects would be added to enable the communication 

among the operators and Token Administration process. 

A "Control Requesf data object could enable an operator request to control a 

specified robot. The object should contain "Robot-Server-Name", "Client-Name", 

"Request Status (START/END)" and "Priority" properties. A "Control Reply" data 

object could also be designed for the robot to reply to the operators. It should embed 

the "Robot-Server-Name", "Client-Name", "Request Status" and "Status 

(Approved/Disapproved)" properties. 

5.2.1.2 Primary Token Request and Reply procedure. A "Token Administration" 

process could be set up with the start up of the site-server on the robot side. It should 

initialize the Token structure by setting its "Holder-Name" to "NONE". Then it could 

wait for the request from any client by registering interest to the Control Request 

object. 

An operator who wanted to control the Staubli robot would start up a "Token 

Request" process. This process would fill "Tech-Staubli" into "Robot-Server-Name"; 

its own name into "Client-Name"; and other related properties into this Control Request 

object and distribute it. 

Whenever the Token Administration process received a Control Request object, 

it would first check if "Robot-Server-Name" of the object were the same as the robot 
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site name. If it was not, X\\Q Administration process would ignore the object and return: 

if it was the same, that would mean this "Request" was for this robot and it would 

continue to handle it. 

Then, the Administration would check the Token structure. If the "Holder-

Name" in Token was "NONE" which would mean no one is currently controlling the 

robot, the process would set this "Holder-Name" property to "Client-Name" from the 

Control Request object and other properties. Next, X\\Q Administration would reply the 

request by filling the "Approved" status into "Status" of Control Reply data object and 

copy other properties from the Control Request data object and send it out. 

However, if the "Holder-Name" in the Token structure was not "NONE" which 

would mean somebody was controlling the robot, the Administration would not change 

any Token items. It would simply fill the Control Reply data object with "Disapproved" 

inside "Status" and distribute it. 

On the operator side, after distributing the Control Request data object, the 

Token Request process would wait for the Control Reply data object, (registered 

interests to it.) Whenever a Control Reply data object arrive, it would first check if the 

"Client-Name" in this object was the same as the operator's site name. If it was, which 

would mean this was a reply to its request, it would then check request to control was a 

success or not (Approved or Disapproved in Status). Then it would return with a 

message to notify the operator. If the "Client-Name" was not the same as the operator's 

site name, which would mean it was not the reply for its request, the "Client Request'' 

process would ignore it and return to the waiting state. 
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5.2 1.3 Exclusive control mechanism. Whenever the "TARGET" node \\as 

updated, the data conversion module would compare the "SOURCE" item of the node 

to the Token's "Holder-Name", this "TARGET" node would be processed only when 

the resuh of compare was "SAME". This would guarantee only one controller at one 

time. 

5.2.1.4 Lost token recoverv. Sometimes, a client might crash while taking the 

Token. This could cause the lost of Token which could prevent other clients from 

controlling that robot again. To prevent the lost of a token, one possible method would 

be Timeout Recovery. 

Whenever the "TARGET" node is updated, the data conversion module is 

started. Afi;er the "SOURCE" item inside is verified with Token's "Holder-Name," the 

data conversion module would reset a timer (object) and then continue to process. 

A Token Recovery routine would register interest to the timer object. The timer 

would alarm when the "TARGET" node was not updated for a long period. (This period 

could be set depending on the situation.) The Token Recovery routine could start to reset 

Token's "Holder-Name" to "Name". Afi:er Resetting, Token would be recovered and 

could be applied by any clients again. 

5.2.2 Safety improvement 

Safety issue remains one of the most important issues in a telerobotics system, to 

improve the safety, several kinds of solutions may apply. At the robot side, as mention 

above, a set of limitations has been built up to prevent the Staubli fi-om moving to an 
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unsafe position. Before controlling the Staubli robot, the remote operator could use the 

"Preview" facilities to simulate the movement. If the operation is successfijl and safe, 

the operator could repeat the action by the "Redo" facility. 

Telegrip collision detection and joint limit checking can be developed to prevent 

unsafe operation from the simulation model. The COLL Page ftinction in the Telegrip 

user interface allows the user to set up Collision Queues for automatic collision 

detection system. Collision checking, near miss checks, super checks, and minimum 

distance checks, all operate based on established Collision Queues. Once established, 

the Collision Queues would be saved whenever a Workcell was saved. Each 

Device/Part would have its own Collision Queue. A Collision Queue could be thought 

of as a list of Devices/Parts that will be checked against the Queue's Device/Part. For 

Devices, also included in the list is information regarding particular Part(s) of any 

Device(s) in the Queue which were NOT to be checked, i.e., excluded Parts. Once a 

collision happens during operation, the associate device/part would change its color in 

the simulation. 

5.2.3 Tools control development 

The distributed control telerobotics system developed here is only for the 6-DOF 

joints, which limits the control of more complicate actions. Further development should 

include the control of the tools that the robot may apply. To accomplish this goal, the 

6D0F joint value data format must be replaced by a more complicate data format in the 

"Command" data object, which contains the information about the control. 
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A new control input device (Spaceball or Teachball) interface should be built to 

pickup extra information about the tool's control. 

5.2.4 Telegrip virtual reality development 

The Virtual Reality (VR) module embedded in Telegrip provides a general 

framework that allows a user to define relationships between external VR hardware 

(head mounted displays (HMD), tracking sensors, button boxes, etc.) and the 3-D 

simulation world. Libraries of standard drivers are provided to interface with various 

commercial hardwares. 

Development of this virtual reality environment will greatly improve the 

operator-robot interface. 
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APPENDIX 

SETUP STEPS 

1. Startup irouter at background: "irouter &" 

2. Connect the irouters 

a. "ircmd" 

b. Connect (local host) to (remote host). For example "connect caivin to 

rainbow, cs. tamu. edu'' 

c. Coimections (local host). For example "connections caivin'' to show 

which irouters are connected at this time. 

d. quit 

3. Startup Site_Server with site name as TECH: "site_server -stech &" 

4. Activate VCP: "/usr/people/usarc/bin/iris4/vcp & " 

5. Activate simulation tools: "/usr/people/usarc/src/tcs22/sim/megatool &" 

6. Reset Spaceball: "/usr/people/usarc/bin/iris4/spaceball &" 

7. Activate date conversion program: 

"/usr/people/usarc/src/tcs22/site/ttu_fake_robot -stech &" 

8. For fake_robot, run "seriaMoop" 

9. For real Staubli robot, run "serial". 

Then at the Staubli controller side, initialize the robot, 

a. "defd=c:\" 
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b. "load comm.v2" 

c. Execute the program "ex main" 

After finished, users can cleanup simply by calling "fakeclean" or killing all the 

processes one by one. Notes that the irouter should be the last one to be killed 
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